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The traffic report even identifies that the staff car park has not been designed to accommodate a Small Rigid Vehicles (SRV) for 

deliveries and waste. Notably, one of the parking spaces will need to be vacated to accommodate a SRV. This is unacceptable for 

an unconstrained site and a purpose-built facility of this nature. We would not want to see conflicts on Beach Road if trucks have 

to wait for staff to vacate the car park. This would be unsafe and would unreasonably impact the traffic conditions in the area. 

  

  
Built form 

Clauses 02.03-5, 15.01-5S and 15.01-5L of the Scheme calls for development to respect the surrounding natural environment and 

landscape values. The proposal includes tokenistic garden beds or planters along the front boundary (in the order of 500mm wide) 

and does not include landscape design as an integral component of the development. Rather, the proposal maximises commercial 

floorspace. 

  

Under Clause 12.05-2L-02 of the Scheme, the site is within the Phillip Island Northern Coast landscape character area 1.2. In this 

context the strategy is to ‘Retain the open rolling rural landscape character with vegetation patterns associated with rural land 

uses (such as windbreaks and roadside vegetation) and the few scattered homesteads and tourism facilities set among landscaped 

grounds.  Clause 12.05-2L-01 of the Scheme also encourages buildings to be setback from roads, buildings to be grouped together 

among ‘substantial landscaping’. The proposal does not include ‘landscaped grounds’ or appropriately respond to its sensitive 

coastal interface. 

  

The proposal will unreasonably impact trees 1, 2 and 3 (as identified in the Arborist Report) through substantial pruning and 

encroachments into the Tree Protection Zones. While we can appreciate that , a site-responsive design that provides for a 

‘landscaped setting’ would avoid this issue. We are also concerned that the root spread of trees 1, 2 and 3 was not investigated. 

Without which, how can they be certain that the works will not unreasonably impact the trees and their drip zones, etc. even if the 

construction methods are adopted? 

  

The Design Framework includes goals to ‘Ensure that future development is of a high quality and an appropriate scale’ and to 

‘Improve the appearance and function of Rhyll’s commercial area’. In particular, the Design Framework states that building 

height should be limited to 2 storeys or 7 meters to wall or 8 meters to roof ridgeline. 

  

The building height, proposed is 9 metres and approximately 3 metres taller than the highest abutting property (to the north). This 

does not respect either the site context or the strategic vision for this ‘town’.  

  

The front setback proposed is 5.1 metres and the design appears to be trying to take advantage of the lightweight verandahs and 

balconies of the abutting properties. However, the front setback of the adjoining buildings (to face of building) is 7.5 metres and 

8.6 metres, supporting a greater front setback for this proposal. 

  

The presence of an approximately 25-metre-long wall along the northern boundary demonstrates no regard for site context; be it 

the location of secluded private open space and 3 trees. At a height of 2.4 metres to 4.5 metres, for a reasonably unconstrained 

site, the proposal has had no regard for its context. This massing does not respect the character of the area, the strategic planning 

objectives, or even the anticipated built form outcome in a MUZ (more akin to a Commercial Zone). We stress that the MUZ is a 

residential zone. 

  

  






